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INTRODUCTION 

1t    Hiere has been an increati ne awareness on  the part  of the United Nations 

and the international community to  provide special ansistance to the  least 

developed countries.     The  subject  ha;; been constantly under discussion since 

UNCTAD III and has beim given formal expressu-n and articulation in a series 

of other international meetings.     The criteri.» for determine whether a 

country could be classified, as belonging to thn  category of the least developed 

were evolved after a great  deal  of thinking : nd circumspection;     the lines on 

which assistance should be  provided were worked out,   and the peculiar difficult it 

and problems of these countries were analyzed in Borne detail.    The United 

Nations Conference on Trade  and Development lias been taking a number of 

initiatives in this matter and they have  played a pioneering role  in drawing 

attention to the problems and the acute predicament of the least developed 

countries.    General Assembly Resolution 3201 (3-VI) and 3202(S-VI)  on the 

Declaration and Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New  International 

Economic Order, the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial Development 

and Co-operation, and Resolution TD/RES/98(IV)  adopted at UNCTAD IV represent in 

many ways the points of culmination of the awareness to render special assistance 

to these countries and of the thinkin- and reflection which has gone into the 

problem in recent years.    The economi ; situation of the least developed countries, 

however, has not improved in recent years;    it may unfortunately be truer to 

•ay that, with a few  exceptions,   it has taken 3 turn for the worse.    The 

following table illustrates the widening income gaps  in per capita GNP in 

constant 1972 US dollars -' : 

aMP per capita   1973 

GNP per capita in 1980 
(assuming continuance 
of 1970-73 growth rate) 

Developed 
Market Economy 
Countries 

3841 

Socialist All 
Countries of        Developing 
Eastern Europe    Countries 

5089 

1630 

2294 

247 

306 

Least 
Developed 
Countries 

96 

100 

\J DNCTAD TD/B/AC.17/3I  10.6.75: Review of Progress in the Implementation 
of Special Measures in Favour of the Least Developed Among the Developing 
Countries: Report by UNCTAD Secretariat,  p.3. 
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Nine of the least developed count rica showed ncgittve ratea of por capiti 

growth during 1970-73 and thf   average cam« to leuu than 1  per cent-'and 

is far from the average of   3.5 ¿er cent   vtuualjzed in the  International 

Development Strategy.    Thrrc hao boon .1 sharp decline  in the rate of real 

GDP originating m manufacturing in the  ler.st  developed countries,  fron 

12.35b in 1960-70 to 5.2$, in  197O-/3.     It   is,   therU'ore,  moat   important 

to make a spirited attempt   in « nnilti--dir.ciplir.ary and concerted manner 

to ensure a speedy industrial dc/olopmcnt  of  the   baut developed countries. 

2.       There are many  reasons  /'or ihc • •conomi'. backward ne a o of the leant 

developed countneo and for  the ait-iuicr. which lias developed.     An over- 

whelming number of thca- L-ountri^B have betn liberated in the recent 

paat  from colonial nil* in  th«: coarse of which they playtd the role of supplici 

of primary commodities,  agricultural  produce ^r minerale and  importera of m.viu- 

factured and finished products.    Th.< capitai  race  is small and the articles 

they can export  or the capital g.odü and  raw materials they can import  ere 

extremely limited.     Thore are handicaps  armine from their land-locked position 

in seventeen of the  leant developed countries.     Among the 41   countries Hated 

as   «most seriously afected' vnder the United Nations Btifrgency Operation, 

19 are among the least developed.     There are problems caused by resource gaps, 

debt   service liabilities and   increaoing unemployment  or under-emplyment  in n 

large majority of th* countries.    There  is ? pressing need for regional 

dispersal,  decentralized growth and balanced and harmonious development. 

Literacey ratos are low and the educational uyateui they have  inherited ie 

a moat  ineffective vehicle for bringing about a major transformation and 

structural change.     It does not  impart vocational proficiency and does not 

introduce them into the culture of work.     It  is no wonder,  therefor«! 

lack of skilled manpower ceemc to characterise  the situation in every co 

S 

2/ Ibid,  p.4.     In fact,  the performance  in the average percentage growth ratea 
of the LDCS, compared with other developing countries bring« out the point  in 
sharper outline: 

All Developing All Developing Least 
Countries                    Countries (exl.major Developed 

           Petroleum Exporters) Countries 

Total CNP: 
1960-70 
Ì970-73 
1970-80 

Per capital 
1960-70 
1970-73 
1970-80 

OMPt 

5.2 
5.7 
6.0 

2.6 
3.1 
3.5 

5.1 
3.3 

2.5 
2.7 

3.4 
3.2 

0.8 
0.6 
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One of the most pressingly urgent  needs of then* countries is for development 

of aanpower from top to bott ... with -.arydng degrees of managerial, vocational 

and technical qualifications and competence for  posit lona at different  lévela 

and grades.    Above all,  a fair number of the countries have yet to survey 

and identify their potential, and  if this has been done there is much leeway 
to be nade up before  it is fully exploited. 

3.  In the final analysis,  each country strikes out  its  own path and works 
out its own programme of development      T+   <„ 

development.     It  is neither advisable nor practicable 
to surest a unifor» .option or pattern of ^ ^   :" . 

r.T"haa iow ieveu °f iitm"-a -11 -~ * — ~¿» • and a low por-capital income, there i. a large v.->rictv of «.„„Hi.- * 
„,„,», ,. ... 8   variety of conditions and lyitail 

LH i! ,    coantTi^ n°differ,!nce is not ^in *•«» * ~*- 
^.^ "* »""- ——    *« is a county with 

aW the lowest.    ttere are countries which are recovering fro« a drousht 

1 °\° Tch havo JU8t emerced "Beparatc politi"1 «""- - ">- »• 
1 ^; r try?to buud ••" °pon the ~"- - »'» " • »•**- 
war.    Here are countries which have a high degree of growth potential in ten., 

^natural resources,   and there are those which are not  BO rich!, ended. 

Tu    the"     7 r Pre-°=CUPatiMS °f »«*—'' « -t exactly ,h. proM«. 
slatU "J, affUCtS U°S °ay n0t ba the ireatMt ""» °f «»* or 
Scalia     secondly,   it is not for lac* of „odela or preoption, that ,h. ooulltri, 

ta» no     ,=„ able to »a*e headway.    A model which does not ta,, into con.ia.tL" 

th.   ocial and historical comities,  the cultural patters« and political 

»aliti., and exist, by itself, »ill „„ver »or*.    Only that particular syt«. 

«ill work »hich is the local brew coding fro« the process cf fermentation I» 

. ,iv.n .oeiety and which is acceptable.    ». submissions aade in ,h. cour« 
or tit. pap.r h,ve kept theoe 0OMlderlltiono tally in Tiw_ 
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FORMULATION OF FRúAD FRAMXViOHK AND OüJKCT.TVKr> 

4.        An encouraging and c   .jo.ful   íVature of  tau Bituation IB that the  least 

developed countries poem to bu  determined to attain the goal of oelf-reliance 

and eelf-nuctaining growth.     This  in  an extremely happy augury   for one of  the 

first-prerequisites of economic   and   industrial  development   is a firm commitment 

to the  ideal  of self-reliance.     Thoro h.n; boon an attempt   on their part  to 

utilize their natural rc^ourceo   and  endowments aiui reduce  dependence upon 

Importe  in degrees and otages  of  food,  conmimev ;irtiolea,   processed goods 

and manufactures.    Moat  of  three  countries have pono   in for programmes of 

import substitution (although onr would wish that they had  put greater 

accent on exports than thv.y have).     They have been restricting imports 

of consumer gooda and luxury  items.     The attempt made   in some countries at 

mobilizing internal resource» by   taxation, reduction of expenditure and even 

salaries of  employeeti and greater fiscal discipline   is a measure of the 

increasing conociouBnuDa on th»;ir part to develop that   inner reserve of 

strength which bendn a national   situation in the direction the leadership 

desirsB.     The path of development   in not BO easy to  pursue fbr countries 

which have begun 30 late and have  started the  journey with unparalleled 

handicaps.     The objective  cannot   be achieved without   a massive flow of 

financial  and technical aaaiatance which io quick,  effective,  and substantial   . 

in quantity,   free from the encumbrance of bureaucratic  delay and full of 

sympathetic understanding.    For  there cannot be a better caae for assistance» 

It may also be mentioned that   inBtancoo are not lacking where such assistance 

was forthcoming in an abundant  measure.    The point  is whether such instance« 

oan be repeated with greater frequency and on a va3ter canvas. 

5."      It  is essential for governments to have a clear comprehension of the 

broad directions and objectives they wish to pursue.    A positive feature of the 

•ituation is that the formulation of objectives and the perception of the malaise 

which afflicts these countries has on the whole been sound.    The scale of 

priotities seems to run generally on the lines of agriculture, infrastructure 

and industrial development  in that order.   Occasionally,   infrastructure may 

have a precedence over agriculutre or there may be minor variations on the 

theme and a difference in shades of emphasis.    But this is generally the pattern* 

This seems to be sound insofar as agriculture ar-d the rural communities or 

aoattered habitations not yet villagized or even nomadic tribes seem to dominate 

the scene.    Agriculture will continue to be the pivot around which industry 
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will revolve  in most LDCG  from the point  of both backward and forward linkage«. 

The plana invariably emphasize the need for dispersal,  for decentralised 

growth,  for labour intensive technologies,  for small-size  industries, 

village industries and handicrafts.   The  importance of basic and prime 

•over industries is also recognised. 

6. In quite a few of the least developed countries,  however,  there is 

little by way of a comprehensive strategy in actual practice  apart from an 

attempt to prepare a handful of feasibility studies.    National plana have 

suffered from shortfalls and policy goals have not been realized.    The need is 

to take a package of measures since isolated attempts will not produce resulta. 

The spheres of activity of the different  sectors - private,  public,  small- 

scale and village industries, or foreign investment - need to be clearly spelt 

out.    A whole lot of decisions relating to incentives, need to be taken in 

pursuance of the directions economic development is supposed to take in the 

country.   Economic survey as may be required and promising product lines need 

to be identified.    There has to be a programme of motivation of suitable parties, 

whether private entrepreneurs or industrial co-operatives to take up those 

product lines.   Focal points of growth may have to be identified and located« 

and infrastructure provided with reference to them.    Linkages between development 

of agriculture, fishery,  livestock or forestry a*.d industrial growth need 

to be established.    Training needs to be organized and information 

systems built up.    Marketing studies need to be carried out.    The whole thing is 

a package and everything has to synchronize and fit into a pattern.   Often, 

a whole programme may prove to be futile if one of the inputs is missing. 

7«        In other words,   it i: not Plough to be aware of the broad objectives. 

Certain policy decisions and executive measures need to be taken on a 

co-ordinated basis which may take the country forward in the direction of 

those objectives. 
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8.        The question th^n arises wV t: n countries  -onnr.'.ed have not gon* 

in for a co-ordinated  attempt.    Tmre conno,  be  one  cirsio answer to this 

quostion.    An important  reason  u>  that  there   io lack  of expertise to take 

an overall view,  bulla up By-em.,  (,iv* au^^tion-, regarding policy 

formulation,  look after feacibuity ludios,  cutest a proper pattern of insti- 

tutional  and organization nupport and provide a wide ;-jid comprehensive  range 

Qf advisory assistance.    The need  is for a strong nucleus  of multi-disciplinary 

expertise available  in the centre of things  in tue Ministry and in the 

executive agency of the Ministry,  to assist   in a number of basic and fundamental 

initiatives which need  to be taken by Government.    1,^.- of an assured flow 

of financial and technical  assistance alno stiflio initiatives on the part 

of Government.     L-n-k of co-ordination between the different agencies of the 

Government is another reason.    Some ti me o there  in hesitation on the part  of 

Governments to provide  one input without a reasonable hope  -.hat other inputs 

will be forthcoming. 

9. It  is proposed to take up for    a detailed diacucoion individually 

some of the ssscntial  components o   an integrated approach to industrial 

development and to suggest certain sp cifir courcet. of action: 

ROLK OF FORKtG-l  INVESTMENT MTD OF ?HS NATIONAL PRIVATE 

INVFSTMKNT 

10. An analysis of the policies of the least developed countries reveals 

a whole spectrum from one end to other.    There are those which seem 

to welcome private and foreign investment  in practically every field of 

action;  and there are  some which do not seem to allow it  in any *teld at 

all.    There are some others which seem to have  left  it vague.    Ti*, policy 

of each country may have a certain bacie validity and inner compulsion of 

ite own.    However,  it  is most  important to specify areas where the foreign 

investor had better keep out  lest indigenous capacities are pre-empted. 

It nay be even necessary to debar an existing multinational company of 

foreign enterprise from diversifying into certain areaa of activity. 
Por instance, the establishment of a multinational dollar journey may slaa 
the door against hundreds of little joineries on the threshold of 
Burgeoning in a given environment.    It may be best for the foreign investor 
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to go in for some other items befitting his financial tad technical 

capability like heavy  forcing for jnstance. 

11.     On the other hand,   it  seema important  to cunsider both foreign 

investment and privat«  national  investment  an   Jr-portanr f**«r.« and   option« in 

the growth and development of  industry in a country,   in view of the fact 

that the most  important  constraints  in the  path of  industrialization 

of the leant developed countries aro lack of  finance,  resource gaps and 

•hortage of management  ability,  skilled manpower and technological 

know-how.     It will be bent  to attract foreign investment where capital  involved 

^nno^mobilized internally,  where  it  is not  posniblc to secure technical 

know-how and management  capability.     Tn thin context  it would be useful 

to specify clearly  the  are.as where foreign   ..nvcutment   ia welcome.     It may 

then be worthwhile to create conditions which are not  only conducive but 

even attractive  to auch   investment.    At the name time there  ia need for an 

attempt  to en.  .re that   the  u-nia and condition;-, on which the foreign 

invector comes are not   of an oxnloitatwe  r.h.vracW,  that  there  is 

provision for the trainine of local staff,  for progrediva replacement  of 

expatriates by the nations and for eventual   take-over cf the company by 

them. 

12.       The point  regarding a clear-cut definition  cf the  roles of the 

different sectors is equally vUid  in the case of the national private 

•ector.    The part  assigned to  tt will differ according to the  political and 

MealogW  persuasion of the country concerned and its perception of the 

relative advantages of different sectors.    But the point that  these 

roles should bo clearly defined remains.    The private sector should have 

a clear notion as to where  it stands in the schema of things and the areas 

which    it can aspire to enter. 

pOLE OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES  AKD OF ARTISAN .AHB 

HANDICRAFT UNITS 

13.    A. one surveys the present situation in the least developed countries 

th. picture which emerges is one of a handful of large-scale industries and a 

bigger base of artisan typ of units.    The small-scale factory sector is yet 

to emerge on the scene and develop.    There is a need to strengthen the 
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artisan unita aa v;*li aß  1.0 help m the establishment  of new small 

factories.    The skill;- of the traditional arti3an unito need to be upgraded 

•and Borne of  theo may grow  into small-scale factories      themselves.    Small 

3cale factories should develop links with large acale and basic units.    The 

pattern of  industrialization his to be an integrated fabric  in which units 

of different   kypes and acales have to play a part.    Thus, while it  is    most 

important +.o develop banc and iarg* scale industrien,   the promotion and 

development  of small-scale units should not be neglected. 

Ì4«       Cnc of the rcosl  important things to be done ia xo define the'small- 

r'cale sector', for the simple ra&oon that  in the absence of a definition there 

will be practical difficulties in rendering vhe special assistance this 

sector needs.    The term   »small-scale industry»  generally refers to small 

factorie3 as distinguished from   »non-factory  industry» which includes both 

the traditional and modern artisan establishments.    Factory industry can 

generally be distinguished from non-factory induntry by the degree of 

specialization of labour.    One uae3 specialized labour,  the other a less 

productive artisan-apprentice type of labour.     It in however not possible 

to sv.gje.3t  a uniform definition for all countries because circumstances 

differ.    While in developed countries the tendency is to go in for a  • 

ceilinj represented by the number of 9¿nployees,  developing countries have 

usually gone by the amount  of capital  invested in fixed capital.    It will • 

bo more appropriate for the least developed countries to go by the ceiling of 

capital invested in fixed capital rather than by any limit represented by 

tho number of workers employed on account of a general situation of capital 

shortage and labour surplus.    All categories of units, whether factory or 

non-facotry units,  should within this limit be entitled to a oertain measure 

of special assistance.  It may even be necessary to provide a special package of 

measures for tinier operations and artisan and handicraft units.    It may also 

be advantageous in the case of the least developed countries to include within 

the term small-scale industry different kinds of service industries and repair 

end maintenance operations.    The fixed capital limit in the case of small- 

scale industry should not be unduly low and should not discourage small- 

scale units from equipping themselves with machinery and tools. 
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Vj.       J't   i;j nc,  ho-'ov.:i\   i'Laplv m the ¿rot.. A  l\-<t   -w.) l.-^cr.'lc- 

inde .virici an-' ,-.r '.ism  typ or hanaioraf ¿ >*or)'J»"o-;>n   vre .'.rpi.-trir.nt  for thr- 

econony and necersury for the ovo.-all  inùiotrtal Uov-Vlo^ment of a 

country thai   rhor«  is a noca for spoetai ir.e.iuvro:..     W..ilo all  induri triee 

irrespective 01* ncnl>~   srffor .'roti lac?: oí   fir.arv    uu!   v.» «hno logic al 

information,   in the cvnc  of coiai!  onor<->!.mrm  ',í.CI;
%
 dlH'Jcu t tien are far 

uore aoûts.     The; capital   fxructur'   of  thene unit*; ¿r   •<rn> arù the  need 

for tcuhnic J. 'jounij-jliiff, far mor.   p-cn-'inr;      woren'•:*•>,   M.crc ero  certain 

additional handicaps,    ''he  large   industry oar. r; akr   iti; o z.   •r-rang<.:.ients fer 

»one of the oasic  ir.f r 13 truci ui •• ".ach an piwotr'c  ^w 1  whilo the  email 

investor han,.of nocosrùwy  to dcooiù on the f.riot. ¿n,T  :.:ii:?>c truc Lure     It   is 

far easier for irjrgor   indurtri'-b   ¡,o cet,  foreign firm.i  wo inxke licensing 

arrangement 3 v  for providing technical a o s is tane» or r.-nital.    Thia may not 

be po3oible  in the can*} of a omaller unit.    The }.C.:JOW ninnine a small 

industry  (unlecs  it haou-'ns to be -. •:.<>- operati >j)   lanas to  be the  noie 

person upon whora all   rsponsibJ litico  c? producidor,   ma-w^'-n'icnt,   marketing 

and finance dovolve.    Ho becomes tnc cunt ral  l'),;...rc,   *;ho hfro of tho 

draait,   his own production,   marico ling ..Jid nutTiapr;mcrt  :-v*n.    But that   i? 

prcoisoly why he r.^edn special support. 

16. Orio of  ih.: important   needs   'ri this aplr-rc of wtivitv ia fo^   a 

powyiful ana effect ivo o-^^naior lorvi-p.    Tha   "^ ->> í'O'¡  so, vies can asceso 

the proapactn of industries,   «oled   <*  location,  es', ii.ate capital require- 

ments and potential narkots.     Tt can provld" ¿uid&rne 0:1 the choice 

of raw mat «rial s, nachinery and toola and tii'ir mot» I  productive utilization. 

It should cover -rivice ci   mana^onn-.nt  devciopn.fm   <-M.oh i.ncladea finance, 

production piannia¿.   marmot in*? etc      Indus': r'.al   sxlotuuon u\y inoluda 

individual conns-ill in^ by visi tu t) fantorlos,   pr^/idii-.f,   information and 

or^ani-áng regular cours'-s of  'rainine-    ,Th¿.J:^1JitLÎ^LJS-È!l£-^F-nWl^ 

network of oxtonsion servio.". 

17. Snail unite huv» often difficulties in obtaining credit and htve 

often to depend upon T.oncy-lenders.    Th^re ìT a tendency for development 

bnnJaJ to reject the application!   put  in by some r^-oll ur.ti-i cs these are 

not well prepared.    The small unit  also needs £uid.vicr es  to how  to uakc  the 

bent use of credit.    An import-ant need i„ to  inte/pytJ ? .alialiJflifr ï«hnto*l 
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assiBtan^     In other word«,  there i. an operativ« need for the extension 

agency to be  in direct  touch with the Development Bank or commerciai 

bank«.    The n-cd in for what   i. called supervised credit.     In some in- 

«tancco,   it  is necessary for Government  itself to supervise a programme 

of rrodit  .insistance by budgetary support.     It may be necessary to give 

financial assistance speedily to small-scale units especially units with 

tiny operations    by the extension staff itself,  without  their   having 

to £o through   i great deal of form-filling and red tape. 

18. An important part of the strategy will be to awaken the people in 

all parts of the country to newer possibiltiea in the field of industry. 
r°r thi° H may be ncce-^y to produce a large number of project profile 

which shew how this is possible.    It is important also to demonstrate 

how initial margins of investment can be reduced by various forms of 

Government assitance,  like availability of factory sheds and machinery on 
a hire purchase basis. 

19. It is also crucially important to identify product lines which had 

better be sot    up in the sm^ll-,cale sector.    It may happen quit, often 

that a single large-scale enterprise may pre-empt capacities for manufac- 

turing J*em« which may advisably be set up by small-scale units.    Thus the 

chances of a series of smaller and much more labour-intensive units 

oomirg up in different parts of the country may be eliminated.    This is 

a point constantly to be examined at the stage of licensing or approval. 

This can be done only if the country has an approximate idea of the sort of 

unito which can be promoted only in the small-scale sector.    Depending 

upon the exisiting and potential capability of the small-scale sector, a 

few items may even be reserved for manufacture exclusively in the small- 
scale sector. 

20.      It is important to ensure that the relationship between large-scale and 

«mall-scale units is one of complementarity.    It ha« been observed in both 

ctveloped and developing countries that often the larger firm finds it in 

it« own interest not to make everything under one «ingle roof but to farm out 

parts and components to sub-contracting units.    It turn« out to be economical 

for the large- firm to do so and allows it time and energy to devote 

to the bigger and more urgent problems.    The smaller unit develops an ex- 

pertise of it« own, give« greater attention to the item, and produce« it 
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cheaper duo to  lower overn-adr,.    The  eub-contranting finn has  assurance 

of part    f thr market and can in many instances ha   i the benefit of counselling 

and teetm« from  the patent   fum.     Another  important advantage which accrues 

from the dovelopmont  of wil]„r   industries  in   in the sphere  of area 

development.     Many  large undertaking  tend to become petty  iolanda of 

industrial rompieron surrounded by   i sea of stagnation.    The development 

of ancillary  industries will halp  in thia respect. 

Rural   Induntri'3  Project: 

21.      The ljnka of this sector with  the rural economy need to be 

atrengthened.     It will be really worthwhile to talco up intensive projects 

in the rural areaa,  f irot  on a pilot  bacia and uubcequently on a wider 

acale.    The initiative and effort  of  the local  communities will have to be 

•tijnulated and mobilized.     The intention of theee  projects diould be to 

attain an even spread of  industrie   throughout   the countryside.    The 

projects should  take  into  account  two  important   factors:   (1)   local 

resources,  both hu.-n.-ui and material  and (2)  local  needs.     «Local» doea not mean 

a single village;   it may m«vin a village,   a ^cup of villages,   a district, 

depending upon  the nature of tho  induntry and the  technology used.    The aim  «. 

should be to convert   tho present  purely agricultural communities  into 

agro-ind striai   communitiec.     It  is moot   important   to choose  the  location 

of such projects carefully.    Generally,  a good location will be where 

Agricultural   condition--    are favourable and a considerable effort   in the 

field of agrien!, fun- is being organized.    A favourable feature will be 

availability of  pow-r.     It.  will ¿loo bo a good  idea if some of these 

projects are located in .areas where   lar^e  industrial projects  are being 

located.    These projects should bo   m addition to any industrial estates 

that nay be set  up.    The main objective  is to bring   d ou+   a diversified 

and decentralized growth of  industry with   -.igni f leant  stress on the growth 

of non-farm employment  and production baaed on local resources and needs. 

Thia will be essentially an extension programme with different  components made 

available  in the form of credit,  technical and management assistance,  factory 

aheda and training.     In areas where  potential for the modern small-scale 

industry does not erist,  stress should be laid on the improvement of tradi- 

tional village  industries and on training the local artisans and craftsmen. 
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'ÍNt-Ti.Wi.ilT^T. iso\\;r<iM r ,'V f."  "> ->?.'"• ' 

Physical   Inf rar, truc tur*1 

22.       One of  th. major rc-sonr. for the continued tackwanln,^  of  certain 

areas in a country  n. a.-.r-.u-ealy  lof*   >f   i nf roctructti-e; anci  a definite way 

of   igruUrvr -md  tn^r>n,- *?   <•*» P^CCüB O;   ^u^r:hu;ati,n  in  to provide 

the basic fAcilit^r..     Industry will  grow wh,-r, thc^  faciliti^ have grown; 

and it will   no,  grow wh,re   ao-i:., «Ico  ^,.    Tne  unction* which any pian 

for developing  inf r^tructur«.  l = *   ---ill   necear ily  hav,  to cohere with the 

general pattern, of development   tb, country dc^r«..     ^I^^iç^nt^ji^^ 

industrial   d^lov^nt .^ .^^^^LL^^^i^i^^^0 '^•s °f ^Jwt¿ 
on fchno-ccononn« and  sj^al^ji^^ Some c/  Ihm.o focal pointa have 
^read^T^^infrantructuro  av.,l,Mc.    The ^  course  of  action «ay therefor, 

be to concentrate  on theno point«.     In the —nd  r.haac it may be important   to 

concentrate on area, viucfc have  p-o*ioc frc*  Ine point of r ^oxroe endowments. 

At  some of  these po.nta Rural   Industrie Projects,   au^t.-.d above,cah come up. 

At ether, ihere.ca.be  ¿en,ral  inuuntrial  c:>n-?i  xo3 «her,   industrial elates 

and other facilities arc  provided.    Some of the«,  focal points will become 

„odels for surround!«* areas and will  tri^r -ff  a great  deal  of economic 

mtivitiy.    These center« especially the one, which »ay be  taken up in the 

second phase .ay require an i«,*.«   «ont or phyaxcal  infrastructure support; 

and this is a point where a p-ea* deal of help and aostane, from .„e^l  source* 

will be necessary. 

L.        ,„ «,-tatnpriir.- r^iource is available - mining 23        There are some places where an outatai.di.nfc, r-iour^ 

for instane,    fe projet h,vev„  can be verghile only if lhm I. -ong 

oht.rs connotine -oad and „l.ctrxcHy.    *'<>«"°" °f "^sl"1 ^^•tu" 
in .uch casce «ill be worthwhile;    and it i. no use computing it, worth.ncso 

only on th. caci» of what  i- available ,t nit,  in discard of th., composite 

paciere of advantage which fio, f,• it xn to. -« that the entire economy 
.     i.       ••• + „ P„•  •;+       r»nr the  point between the mine and and the entire society bea« its from it.    for tu.   pomi 

th. tvon with »hxch it  is conned -ill Í * 4~cl«P * «- of infrastructure 

support.    Since the intention ir tc help tu. l-,st sloped countries and 
4 4v.r..  .B an ov^-idinr necessity to rolax the normal 

provide special assistance,  taor-j n> an ="-""* 
standards of evading the v.cbUity of auch freier...    It  i. recomended that 

international ancles should provide    ti»., addit.ona-   inputs by -ay of aid and 

M.UU». » crde, to ma*, the proposition feasible.   Thero ar, instances 
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whero the 1er it  developed countries have received outstanding support from 

international  agencie» and    ..'gañida*.>:i£¡.   (in one case,  for example,  EEC 

hae given a oum of £ 45 million on a grant basis for infrantructure and some 

other projects.)   Instances  of this kind need to DP multiplied.    The requirements 

of each country need to be  looked into in detail and a serious and concerted 

attempts kjhmtln be made to  próvido this input  in a Bubntantial measure. 

24. Some of the }east developed countries have tremendous hydro-electric 

potential.     In fact,  the potential of one  is equivalent to the installed 

capacity of the  ICA,   Canada and Mexico!    While  it may be a long time 

before it  is realized,  as much use of this resource should be mado as 

quickly as poc3ible.    As  it  happens,  nome of these countries are land-locked 

and by supplying pow»r to  the transit country,  a position of greater inter-  ' 

dependence can ennue.    Moreover,   the very oupply of power and consequent 

electrification in  the countryside can itself act  as a powerful stimulant  of 

eoonomic and industrial activity. 

25. Thus the following conclusions flow from the foregoing discussion: 

(i) The requirement3  of each country should be studied as a whole and 

as   ernal assistance provi' ;d on a massive sr   le.    Special assistance 

will be needed  at  fo;ai points of potential growth to be identified 

and for connecting them with markets and outlets. 

(ii) The usual rulea for determine the viability of mining and manu- 

facturing projects should be mado more flexible considering the 

infrastructure  requirements an a necessary  input. 

(iii) Governments may like to study the subject  in a comprehensive manner, 

prepare Master Plans for infrastructure support and expertise should 

be provided by international agencies in identifying infrastru rture 

needs. 

(iv) At the regional level, there is need for co-ordinating programmes of 

infrastructure development of contiguous territories. 
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Organizati  nal and Institutional Support 

26.      A matter of crucial   importance in the implementation  of a programme of 

industrial  development   ic  that  the instruments of execution should be 

effective and well-organized.       Tn a largo number of   the Ll^e,  the Ministry 

ie found to be wanting in qualified staff with a techno-cconomic bia3.     There 

are some countries where  there are juat  a couple of secretariat officials 

looking after the entire   programme.    Another disquieting feature of the 

present  situation is  that   in many of the I,DC o the executive  arm of the 

Ministry Í3 lacking,    Thi3 would be bad enough anywhere  in  che world, but 

in the case of countries which have rightly placed the greatest accent on 

decentralized growth,  the  situation provides no room for comfort.    It is 

impossible to think in terms of decentralixed growth without conceiving 

a decentralized network of motivation.    The one consequence  of such a situation 

is that  the metropolis "lf.nd.3 to become the Mecca or Jerusalem of all the 

people far and near.    In fact,  the reverse ought to be true  if the ext     *.ion 

of the programme io in tune with what  is sought to be achieved.    In a few 

countries a minimum of qualified staff at  regional or district levels has 

been appointed.    The attempt  is to provide technical and management counselling 

at the doorstep as it were.    Thin kind of technical or management counselling 

or provisi .n of information to an intending entrepreneur cannot but have 

motivational aspects;    for,   it cannot advisably be a one-way street, a 

passive kind of aet-up which acts only in response to requests.    In any 

dynamic programme of promotive endeavour,  counselling and provision of 

guidance and supervision can vu-vor be dissociated from direct  initiatives 

at motivation.    In many of the countries a fairly respectable modicum of 

expertise  is available,  bug it  ia to be found only at Headquarters.    It tenda 

to concentrate on a handful of big projects and it also appears as if motiva- 

tion or evoking posit ive   response to a good idea is none of its business. 

27.      Most  of the least  developed countries need tremendous support in this 

sphere.    They need experts to guide them in policy formulation;    in building 

up information systems;   in carrying out  economic surveys and studies of 

industrial prospects for products;    in preparing project profiles and 

carrying out pre-feasibility and feasibility studies;     in advising Governments 

as to the types of machinery available the world over,  and with regard to 

the suitability of parties.    Many of the LLCs need this assistance not for 
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junt a month or two but   for lonp n I re tehee of tune,  say 5 years or more, 

with nome assurance of   continuity.     Moreover,  there  is  need for an executive arm 

of the Ministry.    Moat   of   the leant  developed countries  need to grow on a 

decentralized basiB.     Under each region or division of   the country or  in 

important   industrial complexe« there   is need for a certain complement   of 

staff  and a certain act-up.    TV-re  is  need for a certain  amount of   ort-Mr-Ion 

service  at divisional    Industrial Service   Institutor, which need to be  But up. 

These  institut es chould   have a certain amount i.f expertise in mangement   and 

technical counselling.     The institutcn need to take an  initiative in motivation. 

Similarly,  extension r.taff will be required in the Rural   Industries Projects 

visualized above. 

28.       The no ed    in mont   of the LDCr,   m for  -  regular  lon^-term Industrial 

Extension Support :>:rv;^er. Projets  which function both   in the Ministry and 

in the field and which   have the following objectives: 

(i) to evolve a  policy and strategy for the development of industries 

in both urban and rural areas i 

(ii, to orfaniz^   a  program    of   industrial au, port   services which will 

include building of information systems,   project  identification 

and feasibility ctudien; 

(iii) to htlp organize a technical and mangement   extension service; 

(iv) to establish   an effective   link between the  extension service and 

the banking   institutions  of  the country; 

(v) to help  m operating industrial  service centres, common facility 

services and mechanical workshops in industrial estates; 

(vi) to organize   and operate a network of rural  industrial services 

through Rural   Industries Projects which may   include service 

workshops and 

(vii)to tram national officials who may be able to carry on a support 

services programme. 

This kind of assistance has boon given by UNIDO to some  developing countrier 

including LDCs and has been found to be useful.      It   is   important to extend 

it to all LDCs and to  ensure that  ie continuity is not  broken or disturbed. 



29-      Tlio ex    nt  to which the LLOfi h /e been able to a   iplemont their, 

organizational structure wicn certain institutions differs from country to 

country.    There aro a fov.  outstanding examples.     There is,  however,   a certain 

cmount of ground to »c covered   in this sphere.     Most  countries will be 

rrcatly helped  in  tnuiv .'-re ?.. amines   if th',y art   able to sot up parastatal 

institutions  like   Industrial  DciViO.opmcnt,  Corporal ions for carrying out a 

'  '^or of activities.    The    icalo  en which the  programme needs to be 

conceived makes  it  Oinpeilmjl.y  necesuary to create a parastatal insti- 

tution which  is relieved fr~T. the  iron-clad rules of a Government  set-up 

and which has a butiner orientation in spite  of a certain promotive slant.» 

There is need for rji affective  organisation which has all the strength, 

capability and motivation of a ccnmercial organization combined with a 

•'-ive for promotion and development.    The field« and spheres of activity? 

of the Corporation can be the following' 

(i) construction of  indaatrial estates; 

(ii) pvocurenent and rmppiv of raw materials and ancillary items to 

industry; 
(iii)  procurement and supply of machinery on a hire purchase basisi 

(iv) marketing oí iadus.riai   Toducta; 

(v) di.-ect  equity p-xrticipatif .i in ventures 

Vr.e establishment of ;-iv.h  corporations may need substantial external assistance, 

including grants ani credit  li.ies, 

"?t      There  i:j need for a doner association of  the extension network with 

the Development B.-mk and even commercial banks.    Sometimes some really 

;ood projecte tend to he rejected.    The Development Bank may consider the 

r.dvis¿bility of setting up ac."i;jory committees consisting of  Industrial 

Cnginaers and Bconcniotr. of the extension wing of the Ministry of Industry. 

The Bank may aleo life to have a. frequent dialogue with industry. 

V. 

Á 
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31. Scheme of hire  purchase operationn Tor machinery and equipment. 

Substantial reductions  in the  initial margin money can be  effected by 

introducing a echóme of  nir**  purchno   in the matter of machinery and 

equipment mentioned above,   especially  in the caso of email  and medium 

induBtrieü.    The schem* will  connint  of supplying machinery to existing 

or potential   investors on a small down  payment of noy  rfo of  ito value.     The 

remaining atún of money will be recovered  ovvr a period of  'f y earn at a 

concessionary rato of  interest'.     This w;ll be a case of (supervised credit 

and the extenoion agency should be fully   integraiod and associated with 

the programme.     It  nhould  scrutinize applications,  help the  investor in 

filling tho forme and push  them through   '.he agency deputed by the country 

to procure and Bupply nuch ¡r.acbinery.     It  should keep  in constant   touch 

with the  party till  the   instalments arc repaid.    Thin Experiment  has been* 

highly successful   in no-no developing countries of the world.     It   io a matter 

of satisfaction to *'\nd  thvt  at   least  one LDC has introduced this scheme 

and that  a sea change has been brourrnt   about   in tho  investment climate 

in oonsequence. 

32. Credit guaraní.jo  •ne.heno.    An important otep which can impart a 

certain arount of courage  and dynnmism to the J ending policies of commercial 

bank íB th.   credit  £ay-- '       ~hr."  • which V-r boon adopted by 3ome developing 

countries with oi^nti'lcan!;  • '.morn.¿ The beat course of action will be for the 

Central Bank of  the country tu operato  the scheme on behalf of the Government 

In other words,   the Central Bank should become for this purpose a guarantee 

organization.    Commercial bankc should participate in this scheme and should 

pay to the Central Bank l/lOth or one per cent per annum on the amount 

•anotioned or outstanding.    The amount  so deposited can go into a reserve 

of money with the Central Bonk on the strength of which something like 

7556 of the risk can be underwritten. 

33.        Quality control and standardization    will have to play an increasing 

role as industry develops in the LDCs.    The need for these is already felt 

especially in the area of food testing.    External assistance in this sphere 

should be forthcoming urgently. 
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34» It    s  also moat  important t    aet up Extension Training Institutes 

for groups of countries on a regional basis.    These Institutes should train 

workers  in the  principles of  extension covering a number of areas such as 

scientific demand analysis,   principles of  productivity,   preparation 

of feasibility reports.    Some actual and    potential entrepreneurs or members 

of industrial co-operatives  should also be  put  through these courses.     A-^ 

potential investor may,   for  instance, while under training like to make his 

own feasibility study.    He  should be enabled to do so.     Thus the Extension 

Training Institut can be actively  involved in the  programme of entrepreneurial 

development for both private entrepreneurs and members of industrial co-operativet 

35«        Other regional  institutions could concentrate on research aimed at 

adaptation of technology evolved in other countries,  especially developing 

countries.    There can also be regional institutes of tool design and 

manufacture. 

SOME OTHER AREAS OF EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE 

Preparation and Follow-up of Feasibility Studies 

36. In several countries a substantial amount  of work has been done in 

this sphere and in any cr>~.^,   a gr-->at  number of feasibility studies have been 

conducted.    It  is ,  however,   observed that a good many of these studies tend 

to remain where they are,  without fructifying into actual running projects. 

There are various reason3 for it.    One is that many feasibility studies have been 

done without the benefit of   industrial surveys and national inventory of 

potential resources previously carried out.    Another stumbling block is the 

fact that information systems and statistics are  far from perfect if they exist 

at all.    The more direct cause of lack of progress is the fact that local 

expertise for carrying out  detailed feasibility studies Ì3 lacking.    A good 

deal of ground can be prepared by pre-feasibility studies carried out by the 

industrial support services projects recommended earlier.    The fact remains, 

however,  that  no matter how determined a country may be,  and irrespective of 

the ground prepared by indigenous effort backed by expertise made available 

for the time being, direct financial assistance  in the matter is required in 

a «ubstantial measure.    In the course of visits and studies,  excellent example» 

of such assistance have come to light in some of the LDGs where substantial 
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araount  of money waa placed at.   the dioponal   of the  Development Bank of 

tho count   ies on a grant  bacia ir order to enable t. em to prepare a shelf 

of ouch Btudica by entrusting thorn to firma of reputo.     The important 

thing is  to  increase and   int-htufy ouch assistance   in countries where   it 

has actually been fiven oi.d to multiply rmnh example:; with a view tò 

covering each  one of tho  leant, developed  countries of  tho world. 

37 •        There in an imperat i yo  n^d to  • nt,.hij uh a link b-'tween tho  preparation 

of feasibility  stutiuid  .>nd  ih--ir act'iil   imnlemonUt ion  by combining technical 

assistane«; with financial   .mo ir tance.     Th.-reforo cloHor co-operation among 

technical  aonistanee and financial  institutions from  the very bocinning 

"•a strongly recommended.     It  m,;y also  be a pood idea     if an adequate amount 

of documentation  in carefully built up by   IJIJIDO an to   tho firmn and  partners 

which are   intereated  in  Gp<:<;ific lteinn   for different   projects in LDGB. 

UNIDO may alno advisably   supply Lu  tho  LDC« etandardi¿.'d  technical  agreements 

for different  kmda OL   project; and render necessary  advisory »ervice3.     There 

is also ample 3cope  in  thin area for technical co-operation among developing 

oountrieo.     Gome of thcr." countries have  proven capability in certain kinds 

of industries.     Thoy have highly developed organisation» which can carry 

out  pre-feasibility and   feasibility studies and can even help in securing 

turnkey jobs and jcint  ventures. 

Assistance  tr Existing   Industries 

38.        In some countries the void created on account  of  the withdrawal  of 

foreignero from the scene hao resulted  in oerious dinlocation and it would 

appear that  any short-term programme must  needs be directed towards rehabili- 

tation and consolidation of the existing structure rather than stimulation of new 

enterprises.    The problem can only bo  solved by a specially tailored programme 

"* management and technical assistance at different  operating levels and  in 

some cases by direct appointment of internationally recruted managers and- 

technical personnel for  some years together with appropriate counterparts. 

An attemtp has been made  in auoh cases by UNIDO to include such measures  in 

country programmes. 
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39«        It has been found frequently that  capacities in many public  sector 

and private unit" ,\r<'-  .in-5'"--util   --ri.    ?hio may be due to a large    number 

of circumstances such as lack of appropriate manpower or a faulty project 

report to be^in with or lack of deniand for the time being. The matter needs 

to be studied and assistance needs to be given.     UNIDO    hau already requested 

LDCs to let them know if they need assistance  in this regard.    Some LDCs 

have already indicated their interest  to be helped. 

Turnkey projects 

40*        This can be an important  source of technology transfer.    The tnrnkey 

project can be a package consisting of .* 

(i)  selection of established manufacturer whose know-how and 

technology is cuitable  to the country; 

(ii)  preparation of a feasibility report; 

(iii)  supply of know-how and other details including drawings; 

(iv) training of technicians and workers 

(v)  installation of machinery and 

(vi)  solving for a given period any bottlenecks during production. 

These tur.Jcey projects can prove   .0 be quite suitab  e  in the case of small 

scale operations also.     It will be a good idea for UNIDO to develop a 

certain amount of documentation about firms interested in such operations 

throughout the world with special reference to developing counties. 

Export Assistance 

41«    A most  important  sphere where LDCs have yet to cover major ground is 

that of export promotion.    While there is rightly a pronounced accent on 

import-substitution in the  plans and programmes of all theBe countries,  it  is 

quite obvious that it will   not be possible for them to make the required headway 

without an effective drive for exports.    The countries need resources and 

foreign exchange for capital investment  in any industry.    Moreover,   it is impor- 

tant for ensuring the quality .and competitiveness of products to enter the 

export market.    An interesting and useful way of assisting the LDCs would 

be in the form of integrated assistance projects which offer a package of tra.d<> 

promotion assistance in response to a number of related.needs.    Some of these 

programmes are already in operation in several least developed countries, 
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with UNCTAT) and   ITC assistance,     it will  be u.joi'u]   if thouc efforts 3 cad 

to multi-d  seiplinary am ir, tance ¿.   ojéete ¿Uh an in  .-caning participaren 

of UMIDO and other UN aficncins. 

Manpower Development 

42.   ''   A moût  precingi..*  important  need  .if LDOB without   exception is for 

a strong and effortivi*  programme cf manpower development.    There  i.3 no point 

in finding patchwork nolu. irm  u> tuie problem which will have  to be attacked 

oil a fundamental basi3.     Vhr   LDOii by definition have extremely  low literacy   rate 

A massive program.n •> of  --du e at i o nal  development  and reconstruction is of crucial 

importance.     Equally  un por ¡.ant  if: the  need for  introducing elementa of vocational 

and techncial  training and  the ruJture  of work into the educational  system. 

Secondly,   there   \a ne--»d for a programme  of Troth management and technical 

training designed for indur.tr;- which har.n jn» zen  arri col-er^rj with the overall 

?Ì34-ec'tivc3 of  national  development   plane.    I'erh.:.uu it  will be a good idea 

to field apecial  tJNlviCO/UiJIÜO/lLü miunionc  in order to work out  the 

requirement!"  of  training   <n the IDCs.     In many LDtM the first  step will be  to 

survey the preñent  and  future need» and to work out a plan of ausi stance. 

ILO which  iß  playing a ver/  important  role  in thin sphere may have to put 

a special focua  on I.tCn in itn programme«. 

43«        UNIDO    hen a nunbor of well-organized training programmes but the 

n^edn of LDCn are rjpocia?   and far Tio^e pressing.   What   is good for Mexico or 

E:;ypt may not  nuit  these countries.    The organization of mobile courses in the 

countries them;e!vo- ^i.  ;OVOT» certain problems like management  accounting. 

Fellowships and study tours 2.n developing countries which arc close to the 

LDCS are also very useful.    Cortein institutions need to be put up on a 

national or regional baBio. 

44« •       It will be an «sellent  idea if contres wore set up with external 

assistance for evolving prototypes of  uimplu machinery whieh could be taken 

up for fabrication in the LDCs,  like agricultural  implements,   hullera,   power 

tillers or threshers.    Simple machinery required for the leather industry is 

another example.    An attenpto chould be nade to set up auch centres at  lourri 

on a rogion&l basis if it  iß not poaniblo to establish them in each country 
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Prime Movor  Industrier, 

45«        Recently,  ÜJCAP has evolved thi< concept  of  'primo mover industries1 

for lana locked countries.     The objective in to develop a central innovative 

Activity with possibilities  of rapid development.    The   intention is to 

identify an industry with rich local   ¡ndowmt-nt,   providing a dynamic and 

cumulative impetus for diversified development  of the  national  economy of 

the land-locked countries  concerned, with the holp of  donor countries. 

It can be a dairy  industry   in one  instance;  timber ir  another.    Sugar can 

be yet another with many possibilities    with bagasse,  molasses,  alcohol. 

"Kishmish" or dried grapes cari also be considered.    The technology  is simple. 

It  is agro-based.     Tt  has  export  arid employment   prospects.   Its development 

and promotion will not  require a complicated programmo  of development of 

ekills.     It  in proposed to  launch  a programme which visualizes  Lhe 

examination of the various pro^ectn with a view to identifying the  industry 

which couli. t/lay the role of a prime-mover  industry for each country and 

undertaking field missions  to 3 land-locked coumries which are also least 

developed for examining such infrastructural,   organizational  and managerial 

skill availability,  and marketing and oth;rr inputs as would strengthen the 

proposed   )rime-mjver industry anr3  ensure  ita success.     It io intended to 

prepare a model which m^y ¿erve c.: a basis for the development of the prime 

mover industry and to extend it to other land-locked countries. 

TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

46. The importance of technical co-operation among developing countries 

has been emphasized at a number of fora and there can be no question that 

this can be an important  input in any programme of industrial development. 

The question of promoting: a consortium oC some of the  developing countries 

which have already made considerable progress  in develonin,- indigenous 

capability with the specific object of assisting LDCs seems  to be worth 

exploring.    Some of the developing countries have already expressed 

willingness to help the  least developed countries with technical assistance. 

The possibilities of this kind of co-operation are endless provided 

financial assistance from international and bilateral sources is forthcoming. 
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îf the consortium could holn thr« LDCb with the "vd + i-;  of tachnological 

roBt-irch and with pilot demtartration plants,  he assistance rendered 

will be invaluable. Thoso conn trien can also help LDCo in locating 

suitable partieo for sotting up turnkey projects.  In fact, in oomo 

oases, some developing countries may bo able to help the LDCs in 

manufacturing their own planta baijed on their experience. Some of 

their conaultancy organizations may carry out pre-feacibility and 

feasibility atudies for LDCn at no cost provided their cost of 

international travel is met by in. ernational agencien. An important 

area in which such ar,3 ist ance can be particularly uBeful is that of 

study tours and training. Gome developing sountriee have excellent 

Instituten of extension training where nominees of LDCs have received 

training for a year or so to advantage. Other kinds of training can 

also be imparted and in fact special courses specifically designed 

for LDCs can be arranged. Apart from awakening LDCs to exciting 

poooibilitiea and unsuspected avenus, the oonoortium will go a long 

way in promoting a feeling of solidarity and fellow-feeling among 

countries. 






